6th Parliament
RAF claimants under severe threat?
Where to with RAF/RABS?

With Election 2019 done and dusted, we are eagerly awaiting the commencement of the Portfolio
Committee activities of the 6th Parliament. The member lists for all the Portfolio Committees were
published on Thursday 27 June (apparently after heavy debating amongst some party leaders). The first
meetings are starting this week – 2 July. Parliament and all the Committees are primarily still busy with the
follow-up debate after the SONA and will now start to focus on departmental and state agency budgets including the Department of Transport and the RAF. We expect that ‘normal’ Portfolio Committee business will
commence around mid-July. In this regard,
APRAV is introducing new and ongoing parliamentary ‘gate keeping’ activities for this 6th Parliament:
- We will actively participate in the following five Portfolio Committees:
1. Transport (PoCT), as we did from 2014 to the end of the 5th Parliament;
2. Justice and Correctional Services;
3. Health;
4. Social Development; and
5. Standing Committee on Finance

- We will also monitor all Parliamentary Order Papers (Parliament’s daily agenda).
You will receive regular updates about the schedules, agendas, progress reports and all relevant
developments from these committees. Read more in this edition of APRAV in Action and find regular updates
on the business of these committees here - https://www.aprav.co.za/whats-on-in-parliament/
We are specifically monitoring the new PoCT’s ’emerging’ agenda for any RAF or RABS related matters. The
ANC is yet to file their opposing affidavit on the DA’s Cape High Court application to Review a decision by the
former Chairlady of the PoCT, when Minority views on the RABS were ignored in the PoCT report on RABS.
Any RABS related item on the PoCT’s agenda will be subject to a response to the Review Application before
this High Court. The ball is now in the ANC’s ‘court’ and their next move will have to be in the Cape High
Court! This is still going to get very interesting….watch this space.
The fate of our country’s Transport portfolio is now in the hands of the new Minister of Transport, Mr Fikile
Mbalula, and his Deputy Minister, Ms Dikeledi Magadzi (the previous PoCT Chairperson). To top it all – the
new Chairperson for the Portfolio Committee on Transport is none other than the (in)famous Mr Mosebenzi
Zwane. This sent shock waves through most circles. This former minister insists he and other nominees
accused of state capture were cleared by the ANC integrity commission. Speaking to reporter Clement
Manyathela ahead of the SONA, Zwane said they should now be allowed to do their jobs http://bit.ly/2KP7SnI
On 1 April, after the 5th Parliament resolved, Aprav looked into our crystal ball and made some
predictions/projections about future changes in the Portfolio Committee on Transport. We were pretty accurate
if we may say so ourselves. We cover this in the section about the 6th Parliament.
As mentioned in the previous newsletter, APRAV is focusing actively on solutions to the current RAF issues
and on long-term alternatives to RAF and RABS. You will receive monthly updates on the five solutionsorientated projects that we launched. We cover the work done this far in this edition and tell you more about
the Work Team meetings held in the Free State and KZN.
Aprav will continue to actively oppose RABS in its current form, but will shift our primary focus for 2019 on
supporting solutions to establish a sustainable and affordable compensation system for road crash victims.
Based on recent happenings within judicial circles, it seems as if the rights of road users and road crash
victims are under ‘attack’, even from sectors that are supposed to uphold the public’s constitutional rights. We
will advocate to protect the rights of road users without fear or favour! All stakeholders from this industry
should now work closely together to find lasting solutions to the key realities of road crash victims. The major
gap between the public in need of support and those providing the support should narrow. It should not only be
limited to corporate offices in major cities, but should extend to every small town or rural village. The industry
cannot continue to simply look to Government to find solutions, but should take the lead and work hard to
partner with all stakeholders - for the sake of the citizens of South Africa.
We have a new e-mail address that is hosted on a professional domain server – hello@aprav.co.za
Enjoy reading through this month's newsletter and remember our open invitation to share news and events
with us.

The Road Accident Benefit Scheme (RABS):
Possible scenarios between now and year-end
We covered this previously, but how we see the possible scenarios is worth repeating.

•Scenario 1: The ANC obtains a majority on the Second Reading of the RABS Bill: It is referred to
the NCOP for ratification (mere rubber stamp) and then submitted to the President for final
consideration. The President considers whether the tagging of the RABS Bill is correct (it is not!),
does it comply with the Constitution (it does not!) and if it is affordable (it is not!). APRAV makes
submissions to the President during this period and ensures that he is well informed.
•Scenario 2: The DA Review Application to have their Minority Report included, is successful. The
RABS Bill is referred back to the Portfolio Committee to debate and adopt a ‘new’ RABS PoCT
Report – this time including all the DA arguments against the Bill. Both documents is resubmitted to
the National Assembly. MP’s cannot plead that they are not aware of all the RABS flaws, which
makes it more difficult to simply push it through. It also makes it very difficult for the President to
simply approve the Bill, knowing about all the controversy.
•Scenario 3: The President disagrees with the tagging and requests it be changed to a Section 76 or
77 Bill. It goes back to square one and the whole ‘RABS’ process has to start from scratch, wiping
out all the development of the past five years.
•Scenario 4: The President is dissatisfied with the funding model and refers it back to the PoCT.
Treasury then has a major say on whether RABS proceed or not. The PoCT must re-debate the
funding of RABS and issue a revised report. Only then can a Second Reading take place. If
unsuccessful, it goes back to the President.
•Scenario 5: The President is dissatisfied with the constitutionality of RABS and refers it back to the
PoCT. State Law advisors then have a major say on whether it proceeds or not. The PoCT must redebate and issue a revised report before it can proceed to a Second Reading. And if successful it
goes back to the President.
•Scenario 6: The PoCT withdraws the RABS Bill and proposes a ‘new’ bill.
•Scenario 7: RABS Bill becomes a law but is tied op in courts for years to come.
•Scenario 8: Government supports a RAF rescue plan. A new set of Regulations is approved to
facilitate industry transformation within the current RAF system.
•This list is not exhaustive...

THE HISTORY OF RABS
2017-2018

Parliament’s mandate - the reason for its existence.
On 8 May the people of SA cast their votes in our country’s sixth nonracial democratic election. This determined the political parties that will
represent them in Parliament and the Provincial Legislatures. It coincided
with the 25th anniversary of our constitutional democracy. What is the
mandate? Our Constitution sets out the functions it has to perform - Act
108 of 1996.

The members of Parliament are elected to:
- represent the people of our country,
- act as the voice of the people and
- be accountable to the people of SA

Early April, after the 5th Parliament resolved, Aprav made some predictions/projections about future
changes in the Portfolio Committee on Transport. We think we did well

Opening remarks from Minister Mbalula when
he met with staff: "In order for us to succeed
in this task, our entities must be urgently
returned to good health. Right now, most of
you are in ICU." http://bit.ly/2xoOwgy

Minister Mbalula also shared the following message: "The carnage on our roads continues unabated. It is time
we re-imagine our efforts towards ensuring safety on our roads. Seamless integration must be a recurring
theme in all our interventions. We must find creative and effective mechanism to create a traffic policing
system with a seamlessly integrated value pipeline. National norms and standards must enforce this
integration and create a single centre that co-ordinates all efforts. One of the major drivers of inefficiency in
our traffic police responsibility is the rampant corruption across the system, from Drivers’ Licence Testing
Centres (DLTCs) to metro police departments. We must eliminate this scourge in our environment.
Our national road network is in a pristine condition and we must sustain this state of affairs. The same cannot
be said about the Provincial and Municipal road network. We must find creative solution to arrest the decline
on our roads. Proliferation of potholes and the unabated deterioration of our roads are a huge cost to the
economy as these give rise to accidents and fatalities. We are equally under no illusion about the mammoth
task we face in implementing the user pay principle due to challenges relating to the Gauteng Freeway
Improvement Project (GFIP). This is a matter we are seized with and will find a solution that does not
undermine our economy. We must pay particular attention to the maintenance of the secondary and tertiary
road network and work with other spheres of government to maximise
impact. http://www.transport.gov.za/minister-and-deputy-minister-are-welcomed-into-the-department

Minister Mbalula in his speech affirmed staff members: “Department of Transport is a step child no
more because the Prince of Luthuli House is here and that makes you (staff members) princes and
princesses. You are important assets. We will make sure that you work freely and are not constrained.”

Amongst the key things that Minister Mbalula said he was tasked with implementing at the
department was to:
- Improve accessibility and reliability of public transport
- Invest in rail transport for rail transport to be safe, integrated and to be the backbone of
transport in the country
- To work with the taxi industry to make sure that they are safe and clean
- To invest in public transport infrastructure
- To ensure that freight is shifted from road to rail
“Let us hold hands and work together to ensure the prosperity of our country,” he urged staff members.
Deputy Minister Dikeledi Magadzi also did not beat about the bush in her welcome speech. “We must
fast-track and speed up service delivery, because we owe it to South Africans. Transport is the anchor
to make sure that we take South Africa to a higher trajectory. We need to make sure that the Minister
succeeds. Let us support him in everything he does.”

New Chairperson for the Portfolio Committee on Transport – a powerful position News24 article - http://bit.ly/2RGH89V
Committee chairpersons can play a key role in Parliament's mandate to exercise oversight over the
executive. A committee chairperson, to a large extent sets the agenda for what the committee will
deal with. And if a committee chairperson wants to protect a minister, probing questions can easily
be ruled out of order. In short, a committee chairperson is a deciding factor on whether dirt is swept
under the carpet or blown into the open.
The smallanyana skeletons of some nominated chairpersons include Mosebenzi Zwane (Transport) Zwane, who was appointed Free State MEC for agriculture by none other than then Free State
premier Ace Magashule, was a key player in the Estina-scandal, where the Guptas looted an
agricultural empowerment scheme to pay for the luxurious wedding in 2013. And so started his work
for the Guptas. The Gupta Leaks show that the Guptas were sent Zwane's CV a month before Zuma
appointed him minister of mineral resources, as well as that he took a trip to India on a Gupta plane
where the Guptas picked up the bill for his accommodation. He flew on their jet, scored them a mine,
tried to keep the banks from ditching them, and fought with Cabinet colleagues who didn't bend over
backwards for them.
Aprav think it fair to say that we are very concerned about the appointed chairperson for the
Portfolio Committee on Transport (PoCT) and his role regarding the Road Accident Fund (RAF) and
the Road Accident Benefit Scheme (RABS) Bill. If his past track record is anything to go on, the whole
of SA and especially road crash victims should be worried! To complicate matters exponentially from
the outset:
-It’s an open secret that the newly appointed Minister of Transport and the new PoCT Chairperson
are in ‘opposing’ camps… ‘Zuma versus Rhamaphosa’ – so one wonders how much constructive and
sensible work is going to be done in this important Committee?
-The new PoCT Chairperson must still answer, together with the previous Chairperson (now DeputyMinister of Transport), on a pending court case. Earlier this year the DA lodged an application in the
Western Cape High Court regarding the exclusion of detailed minority party views on the RABS Bill,
tabled in the National Assembly.
This is a tough hurdle the ANC cannot fumble on. It will have wide ranging implications for many
Portfolio Committees from the 5th parliament that broke the same General Assembly rule by ignoring
and disallowing Minority views on many key issues. Minority parliamentary views, including Portfolio
Committee Reports, are enshrined in the Constitution of South Africa!
The new Portfolio Committee on Transport has not started with their work and may well have to ‘roll
back’ on key RABS issues.

Has the Actuarial Society of SA changed its mind on the
RABS Bill?
View the presentations and decide….
On 5 May the South African Medico-Legal Association (SAMLA) held a summit on The MedicoLegal Crisis in South Africa. The President Elect of the Actuarial Society of South Africa spoke in
strong support of the highly controversial and contested RABS Bill. Many of his comments were in
direct conflict with the formal presentation that the Actuarial Society of SA made to the Portfolio
Committee on Transport in May 2018. Aprav hopes that the Actuarial Society of SA will clarify its
position on these contradictions. Pieter de Bruyn, Aprav Chairperson, also presented at this
summit. Video-clips of both presentations are now available for viewing.

https://www.aprav.co.za/2019/07/01/samla-summit-5-may-2019-medico-legalcrisis-in-south-africa/
Video clip 1:

Lusani Mulaudzi – President Elect of the Actuarial Society of SA
Topic: RABS - Affordability and Sustainability
Video clip 2:

Pieter de Bruyn – Chairperson of APRAV
Topic: RAF/RABS: Short, Medium and Long Term solutions

@APRAV.live
http://bit.ly/2xlC6Gk
The Facebook post that broke all our records. The public is upset.

Aprav.live recently reported on the backlog of about 6000 Road Accident Fund (RAF) case files in the office of
Deputy Judge President Aubrey Ledwaba - some more than 10 years old. In many cases the medical-legal
expert reports of the claimants had lapsed. This means new reports will have to be obtained before the cases
could go on trial - at huge additional costs.
On Tuesday, Judge President Dunstan Mlambo (Gauteng Division of the High Court of SA) issued a new
‘practice directive’ to regulate case management and the enrolment of trials at the Gauteng High Courts (Pta &
Jhb). Judge Mlambo says this is in the interest of justice and meant to alleviate congested trial rolls by
addressing problems which causes delays in the finalisation of cases. He calls it “The Mother of all Directives”.
The legal fraternity disagrees and states that this will make matters worse and will have a devastating effect on
the public who wish to bring their cases before the courts.
Should this directive be implemented on 1 July, all cases with allocated court dates later than 31 March 2020
will automatically be removed from the court roll🤨
It will almost be impossible for victims to get their day in court. All of the above cases were ready to be heard
and were subjected to case management as per previous practice directives.
APRAV submitted a letter (Find the Aprav letter here http://bit.ly/2X0p6W4 - www.aprav.co.za) to Judge
President Mlambo on 19 July. We will also urgently approach SA's new Justice Minister, Ronald Lamola.
Read more in this article published by Zelda Venter from the Pretoria News - https://www.aprav.co.za/…/casedirective-angers-legal-frat…/

Judge President Dunstan Mlambo (Gauteng Division of the High Court of SA) new ‘practice
directive’ will have the following effect:

•
•
•
•
•

It groups all trial matters in which the defendant is the RAF or MEC Health Gauteng or PRASA
together (category Y).
The intent is to regulate the case management, trial allocation and enrolment of trial matters with
effect from 1 July 2019.
This is the third directive this year and we are concerned about the impact this will have on the
plight of claimants.
Applications that have already been filed, but not certified yet, will have to be submitted again.
The court rolls are fully booked until the end of next year, 2020.
If this directive was implemented on 1 July, all cases with allocated court dates later than 31
March 2020, will automatically be removed from the court roll.

It will almost be impossible for victims to get their day in court. Applications for these claimants will
have to start again.

On Friday 28 June 2019 the Judge President held a workshop with the legal fraternity.
Aprav was notably not invited.

Feedback from the 28 June Workshop with the Judge President:
According to a reliable source, who attended the Workshop on 28 June 2019, the outcomes of the
were:

1.
2.

Trial dates beyond 31 March 2010 will no longer be forfeited.

3.
4.

There will be a transitional period from the 4th Term of 2019 until the end of 2020.

But all matters from the 4th Term of this year will be subjected to a further / re-certification
process.
Towards 2021 there will likely be a shift towards the proposed new directive where case
management will be on the forefront from issuing of summons.

It is expected that a revised (“tweaked”) Practice Directive will be issued in due course, clarifying in
more detail what is (now) expected from litigants.

Whichever way, we understand the “Mother of all directives” has taken effect on 1 July 2019!
APRAV will do a special update once the final directive is issued.

Road safety a 'national crisis'
AA to new transport minister Fikile Mbalula
19 June 2019 - 14:57BY ERNEST MABUZA Image: Masi Losi/Sunday Times

The Automobile Association (AA) released an open letter it wrote to
transport minister Fikile Mbalula.
https://www.timeslive.co.za/news/south-africa/2019-06-19-road-safety-anational-crisis-aa-tells-new-transport-minister-fikile-mbalula/

The country's poor road safety record, ineffective law enforcement and the need to introduce safer
cars are some of the critical challenges that new transport minister Fikile Mbalula should focus
on. These are the areas that the Automobile Association (AA) identified in an open letter to Mbalula.
In the past 10 years about 135,000 people had died on the country's roads.
"This is a national crisis that requires massive attention, or another 135,000 people will certainly die in
the next decade. And it requires a complete rethink on the way road safety is approached in
SA." 2020 is the end of the UN's Decade of Action for Road Safety, the campaign which sought to
reduce by half the number of road deaths in countries. Figures for SA shows the country had failed to
achieve those goals.
"This, minister, is a real challenge for you and your department, one which needs immediate
attention."
The RTMC estimated the cost of crashes in SA at about R163bn a year.
"It's a staggering amount of money which could be better used in schools, universities,
healthcare facilities, or for job creation. Yet, as a country, road safety seems to be too much of
an afterthought than a priority."
Law enforcement on SA roads remained splintered, uncoordinated and largely
ineffective. "Proper, effective licencing of prospective drivers, a more comprehensive approach to
rooting out corruption and bribery at vehicle testing centres, and better application of vehicle
roadworthiness is a start." The challenge is to use law enforcement around the country to police
moving violations, such as speeding, more effectively.
Results of entry-level cars that was crash-tested by the AA in the past three years showed SA was
still behind most of the world in providing safer vehicles at an affordable price to the motoring
public. The AA proposed a more intensive approach by manufacturers in SA to making safer cars
available locally.

REDUCING CHILD INJURIES AND FATALITIES ON SA ROADS
With Child Protection Week and Youth Day fresh in our minds, there should be a renewed focus on ensuring
young people of SA receives their constitutional right of growing up in a safe environment.

Aprav.live applauds a CHILDSAFE project, funded by the UN Children’s Fund (UNICEF)
where UCT researchers combined their engineering and child health expertise in a bid to
reduce child injuries and fatalities on SA’s roads.
Prof Marianne Vanderschuren (Centre for Transport Studies) and Prof Sebastian van As (Head of the Trauma
Unit at the Red Cross War Memorial Children’s Hospital) are combining their engineering and child health
expertise to provide unique insights into child behaviour and the built environment – and how these
contribute to child injuries and fatalities on the road.
The main causes of childhood deaths in SA are not HIV or tuberculosis. Instead, they are firstly road traffic
crashes, followed by drownings and burns. Despite this, road traffic accidents receive little attention in terms
of government priority and funding. Vanderschuren and Van As are working to change this. “This project is a
fantastic example of how collaboration between different departments can work,” said Van As.
Vanderschuren is a transport engineer and planner by trade and contributes enormously to the dialogue
around road safety and the built environment, both at a public and policy level. Van As, the 2018 recipient of
the Alan Pifer Research Award, heads up Red Cross’s Trauma Unit, served as chair of the Global Road Safety
Partnership of SA for five years and is the chair of the national board of ChildSafe SA.
In 2016, the United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF) contacted ChildSafe, offering to fund a project on
children and road safety. Before accepting the grant, Van As was determined to find the right project manager
so approached Vanderschuren, inviting her to come on board as project manager.
“It has been fantastic. UNICEF has been delighted to see the work that has been done,” said Van As.

https://www.news.uct.ac.za/article/-2019-06-11-tackling-child-safety-on-sas-roads

5 PROJECT TEAMS –
TO FOCUS ON INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS
We mentioned SOLUTIONS TASK TEAMS in the May 2019 newsletter and can now share more
detail with you.
APRAV created a National Solutions Task Team (STT), under guidance of Prof Hennie Klopper,
late in 2014 already; as well as a Western Cape Task Team (in support of the STT), under
guidance of Attorney Kirstie Haslam - it has been operating for almost three years now.
These task teams consist of multi-disciplinary experts from the ‘field’ i.e. Attorneys, Counsel,
Orthopaedic Surgeons, Actuaries, Neurosurgeons, Clinical Psychologists, Occupational
Therapists, Industrial Psychologist, Government Experts, etc.
The five ‘new’ Project Teams was created in addition to the Task Teams, and with very specific
focus areas. The point of departure for all Project Teams is APRAV’s core focus areas of
(a) being a human rights organisation;
(b) to protect the rights of road accident (crash) victims; and
(c) to facilitate industry transformation for affordable and sustainable solutions.

We will do updates in the monthly newsletters. It will cover the progress of these Project Teams.
It will also provide information on how you can get involved in your Province.

SUMMARY OF THE INITIAL PROJECT TERMS OF REFERENCES

INITIAL TEAM ORGANISATION & SCOPE

Notes:
1. Progress & outcomes will be published for validation, scrutiny, comment, etc.
2. We will progress outcomes, reports etc. via Provincial Task Teams, i.e. recently created in Free State & KZN.
3. Such Teams also already exist in Gauteng and the Western Cape.
4. We commit to establish similar teams in all other provinces.
5. The purpose of the Provincial Task Teams is to allow participation in all projects from a ‘local’/Provincial perspective

The Department of Transport is composed of six Branches:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Aviation Transport
Integrated Transport Planning (ITP)
Maritime Transport
Public Transport
Rail Transport
6. Roads Transport
Road Public Entities
• Road Accident Fund
• South African National Roads Agency
Road Regulators

•
•
•

Cross Border Road Agency
Road Traffic Infringement Agency
Road Traffic Management Corporation

We want to encourage you to follow and participate in the robust and interesting
debates that take place on our social media platforms. We need a diversity of opinions
to optimise the opportunities that social media offers.

It will be great if you can upload this banner or a similar version on your website to invite visitors
to link to the Aprav website. We want to drive traffic to www.aprav.co.za and will appreciate your
support. Feel free to send us a note on APRAV@Outlook.com if you are interested.

Join our Facebook community

Follow us on Twitter

Let us know if you want to unsubscribe from receiving our newsletter.
e-mail us at APRAV@Outlook.com
And feel free to forward this newsletter to anyone who might be interested.

